Associations between cardiovascular comorbidities and mortality, length of hospital stay, and total charges among traumatic injury patients.
Cardiovascular conditions are highly prevalent and particularly common in subsets of the population at high risk for traumatic injury. This study evaluates the extent to which cardiovascular comorbidity may increase risks of negative outcomes in patients receiving trauma treatment. Clinical data for all patients admitted for traumatic injury (defined by ICD-9 diagnosis codes) of all levels of severity between the years of 2006 and 2014 in the Detroit USA metropolitan area were obtained from the State Inpatient Database for Michigan. The association between four types of cardiovascular comorbidity (hypertension, congestive heart failure, pulmonary circulation disorders, and valvular heart disease), and three outcomes (mortality, length of hospital stay, and total charges), was assessed using generalized linear modeling, both alone and after controlling for injury severity, injury region, and demographic factors. All four comorbidities examined were related to worse outcomes on all three dimensions. The greatest magnitude of estimated effects with each outcome was associated with pulmonary circulation disorders (mortality OR = 2.99, length of stay IRR = 1.69, hospital charges IRR = 1.76), and the smallest magnitude of estimated effects was associated with hypertension (mortality OR = 1.20, length of stay IRR = 1.20, hospital charges IRR = 1.18). After adjustment for the presence of multiple comorbidities, injury severity and region, age, gender, and race, all effect estimates remained significant and in the same direction, except valvular heart disease which was unrelated to mortality, and hypertension was related to lower risk of mortality (OR = 0.76). Cardiovascular comorbidities are related to higher risk of negative outcomes among patients hospitalized due to traumatic injury. Screening for these comorbidities on admission may help to improve patient outcomes.